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Moles & SkinCancer
Thereare variouswaysthat lesionsonthe skin canberemoved, andI will discuss these
with you during your consultation and recommendthe best option(s) for you.
Mole removal is usually carried out using local anaesthetic, where the skinis numbed
with injections. I always clean the skin and surroundingarea thoroughly to minimise
the chances of infection, and carry out these procedures using proper aseptic surgical
technique. I wear magnifying glasses called loupes to ensure that I can clearly see the
lesions and perform the surgery accurately.
Shave Excision
Thisis when a mole is sliced off at the base. This is the simplest and quickest way to
remove a mole that is raised up from the skin. It may well be the best option where
there islittle spare skin to enableawound to beclosed without distortion(for
example on the nose). Of course, this technique leaves a scar that is the
same sizeand shape as the footprint of the mole; this might not be
a problem, and can easily be covered with makeup. Because the base is not removed,
there is a chance of the mole re- growingin the future.
Formal Excision
I remove the majority of moles in this way. The mole, and the skin beneath it, is
completely removed, usually with a very narrow margin around the edge, with the
aimof preventing it ever coming back.Theresulting wound isusuallyelliptical in shape,
and is closed with stitches. Thisgives a straight-linescar, which I position in the best
possible orientation to ensurethat it isas hard to notice aspossible onceit has
healed.
Skin Cancer Removal
Skin cancers are usually removed with a margin of normal skin around them: this is
tailored to the diagnosis,taking into account the site on the body and the patientʼs
wishes. Once the tumour is removed, a reconstruction may be required. Options
include skin grafting and ʻflapʼ reconstruction. I will discuss what is required, and
recommend appropriate options for you. Althoughthis may sound very daunting, the
results can be extremely pleasing,even on complex areas like ears, noses and eyelids.
Please see photographs here for examples.

Curettage and Cautery
Somesuperficial skinlesions(e.g. seborrheic keratoses) are removed in thisway; they
are carefully ʻscrapedʼ from the surface with a special instrument, and the resulting
wound is cauterised to prevent bleeding. The wound is then treated with antiseptic
ointment and heals well in a week or two.

What to expect
Even a small procedure can still be a source of great anxiety. We have an excellent
team, and everyone will do their best to makethe experience as easy as possiblefor
you.
Beforehand
For a local anaesthetic procedure, youcan eat and drink normally. Thereis no need to
fast unless you are having regional or general anaesthesia. Please wear clothes that
make it easy to get to the lesion that you are having removed and that are not too
delicate. We can provide a gown to wear, but you may prefer tokeep your own
clothes on.
Please try to arrive in plenty of time– The traffic can be a problem in Bristol, and you
donʼt want to be stressed about running late. We allow plenty of time for every
procedure so that we are often running ahead of time (the most common reason for
usover-running is that the patient ahead of you was late arriving). It is often better if
you have a companion or friend that can accompany you.
Consent
We will sit down together again before your procedure to confirm exactly what we
are planning to do. I may draw on you with a pen, and I will askyou to signa form to
say that you wish to go ahead with the surgery. I will remind you of the risks of
surgery, which we will usuallyhave discussed already at your consultation.
After this, we will goto the procedureroom.Therewill be a nursewho will assistwith
the procedure. Thereare coat hooks anda sparechair that you canput your things on.

Local Anaesthetic
After planning the procedure and drawingonyou with a special pen, I will clean your
skinand then perform the anaesthetic injections. Thesetake a
few seconds,andthis isthe part of the procedure that most (but not all) patients find
slightly unpleasant. Depending on the site of the lesion, you may find that, for
example,your lip goestemporarily numbas well as your cheek,or that you cannot
raise youreyebrow for a lesion on your temple.
Theanaesthetic wears off after about two hours.
Preparation
I will clean your skinagainwith an antiseptic solution, this time cleaning a large area.
I will then place a drape over the area to ensure that I have a sterile operating field to
minimise the risk of wound infection.
Procedure
I will checkthat you donʼthave any sensationat the site before starting, although you
will feel a small amount of ʻpushing and pullingʼ. Most patients do not find this
unpleasant at all, and people are usually surprisedthat this part of the treatment is
relatively quick.
Sutures
I will select sutures(stitches) to give you the least visible scar. If appropriate I will use
absorbable (ʻdissolvingʼ) sutures, althoughthese probably donʼt result in quite such a
goodscar asthe synthetic ones that need to be removed. Most sutures are removed
after seven days, although this does vary with body site. On the face, I use very fine
sutures, and on the back, I may use very strong sutures buried under the skin to
prevent the woundfrom coming open (dehiscing) before it is fully healed and to stop
the scar fromstretching over time.
Dressings
I always provide a dressingfor the wound, and depending on the site of the wound
and your preference, this may be ʻsteristripsʼ (sticky paper dressing strips), glue, or
antiseptic ointment, as well as conventional sticky dressings and bandages. The
dressing isan important part of the surgery,andI select dressings to optimisethe final
scar appearance aswell as to makeyour life as easy as possible afterwards.
Immediatelyafter
Patients may feel a little lightheaded immediately after surgery, and so even if you
feel fine, we like you to sit down for 10minutesafterwards and have a drink (water/
tea/coffee) and maybe a biscuit. Youcan usually resumenormal activities after this,
depending on your occupation and plans. I will advise you about specific restrictions,
sports and return to work at your consultation.
Follow-up
We will arrangeanappointment for removalof sutures,and if further followup is needed, my secretary will contact you to offer an appointment at your
convenience. If samples have been sent away for analysis, I will contact you with the
results (usually by post).
Scar maturation
Scars take up to two years to fully settle (mature). Initially, your wound is the same

colour as your skin, but as it heals, the scar becomes thicker and red, Scar redness
usually peaks between four and eight weeks. Thescar will then settle gradually. After
a year, the scar is usually paler than the surrounding skin.
Theprocessof scar maturation can be speededupby ʻscarmassageʼ.Oncethe wound
hashealed, you shouldusea little moisturiser andmassage the scar. Thisreally means
applying pressure to the scar, and this gradually leads to a realignment of collagen
fibres to soften and settle the scar. I will showyou how to dothis.
Sunprotection
Scars are sensitive to the sun, andcan becomehyper-pigmented,where they develop
a tan, which is darker than the surroundingskin, or doesnʼt fade in winter. For this
reason, you should use strongfactor suncream on any exposedscars.

Risksof minor surgery
All surgery carries somerisks,althoughwe take every care to minimisethese. You will
be provided with contact telephone numberssothat you have 24-hour accessto help
if you have any concernsafter your surgery.There isno additional cost to you for any
further treatment that you might require.
Infection–An infected wound becomes red, hot,swollen andpainful, andthere could
be discharge. I have a personal woundinfection rate of lessthan 1in 200cases(0.5%,
with only one case in 2019). Usually, an infection can be treated simply with
antibiotics, especially if detected early. Occasionally an infected wound will need
cleaning up or more surgery.
Bleeding–Occasionally patients will have problems with bleeding after minor surgery.
Most bleeding stops with pressure applied for 10 minutes. Bleeding inside a wound
can lead to a haematoma that might need to be removed. Again my personal rate is
less than 1in 200 cases (0.5%).
Dehiscence–If you are too rough with you wound (or if you are unlucky), then the
wound can burst open. Very occasionally this happens (less than 1 in 200), in which
case I can re-suture the wound. Wounds on the back or the back of the neck are
particularly at risk, soI close these wounds with layers of sutures for extra strength.
Scarproblems–As above, scars on the backare under tension when you bend over,
sothe scar canstretch over time. Toprevent this I useabsorbable(dissolving) sutures
that keep their strength for a longperiod of time. Theseare buried under your skin, so
you donʼt need to worry about them at all.
Some patients may develop unsightly or lumpy scars. I designall my scarsto minimise
the chances of this.
A keloid scar is one where the scar grows to be larger than the original wound. This
is more due to the genetics of the patient than anything that the surgeon can control.
Keloid scarstend to arise in woundson the centre of the chest, the shoulder/upper
arm area, and the ear. Theyrunin families, particularly those with darkerskin. Good
treatments are now available for keloid scars,but they remain a difficult problem.
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